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                   Introduction 

 Planning Boards are required to periodically prepare a Master Plan (RSA 674.1) to guide the 
development of the community. A series of topics must be examined by identifying present conditions and 
potential opportunities. The Master Plan brings in a large prospective  of the strengths and needs of the 
town. These observations will allow further, in depth analysis and action plans. Areas of concern can lead to a 
change in economic focus, zoning regulations or opportunities for expansion.  

 Pittsfield has a history as a commercial hub being a thieving community 40-50 years ago. Many 
industries have left or downsized. The town has become a bedroom  community with many large homes 
being converted to rental properties. The need exists to identify what changes need to occur as the state, 
regional and national economic, social and political influences impact Pittsfield. 

                            

Main Street Pittsfield 
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Vision 

 The Master Plan Committee sent a survey to each residence in Town, it has established an email 
address and is open for any resident input. Pittsfield has an economic history and social make up which is 
different than surrounding communities. We are experiencing changes around us and can envision greater 
changes in the future. 

Utilizing the town Survey the citizens identified the following qualities that made Pittsfield a 
desirable place to live. 

 a. Small town/ rural atmosphere 

 b. People, community spirit 

 c. Historic character 

 d. Scenic Areas 

We also realize the Town has a high tax rate, low tax base, high poverty rate and very little commercial 
industry. The school population is declining in Pittsfield as it is in many others across the country. Pittsfield 
must provide an environment where the schools provide quality education and a community, where parents 
would like to raise their families.  

 The Master Plan combines the qualities that the residents enjoy with economic and social needs to 
develop a viable community for decades to come. This information will allow the Town Government, 
Volunteer groups, businesses and citizens a vision for what the town will become. 
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  _______________________________________            Demographics The objective of a chapter on demographics is to identify various changes within the make-up of a community and factors which impact upon governance of a town. The information impacts upon policy decisions, identification of needs for the future and opportunities for growth. Population changes, personal income, homeownership, business creation plus other factors all can be included. Various factors influence the demographic changes of a community which may be unique to surrounding towns or the state in general.  Population Historically the trends of Pittsfield have not paralleled those of the state. The past ten years have had minimal changes within the Town and a lower growth rate than that of the state. There are                                          
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Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 1, Demographics; adopted June 21, 2018  numerous factors nationally, statewide and locally that account for growth. It can be concluded that the factors stimulating growth in Pittsfield are different. Table 1.1 Population of Pittsfield 1790-2010 Year  Population  % Change   % Change in NH                1790   888   1800   987   11.1  1810  1005     1.8    16.9  1820  1178   17.2    14.5  1830  1271     7.9      9.6  1840  1719   35.2      5.6  1850  1828     6.3      8.6  1860  1838       .5      2.8  1870  1600               -12.9      2.5  1880  1974   23.4      8.8  1890  2605   32.0      8.7  1900  2129               -18.3      9.4  1910  2222     4.4      7.1  1920  1914               -13.9      3.0  1930  2018     5.4      5.3  1940  2183     8.2      5.6  1950  2321     7.2      8.6  1960  2419     4.2    13.8  1970  2517     4.0    21.5  1980  2889   14.8    24.8  1990  3701   28.1    20.5  2000  3996     8.0      8.3  2010  4106     4.5      6.5   NH Office of Energy and Planning 2010   Further examination of the past twenty years and various age groups indicates the make-up of the town is changing (Table1.2). We cannot identify the specific reason for these changes but they may be an indication of opportunities or needs for the Town.       
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Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 1, Demographics; adopted June 21, 2018 
Table 1.2 

Pittsfield Age Group Distribution 
 

Age 1990   2000     Change   %Change 2010    Change    % Change 
<5   341     269       -72                   -2.1   272      3     1.1  
5-19 781     843        62                    7.9   782   -61               -7.2 
20-34 976     742    -234                   -23.9   778           36  4.8 
35-54 896   1277      381                    42.5                1284         7                 0 .5 
55-64 311     457      146                    46.9   516    59               12.9 
65+ 344     354        10                      2.9   474    66               18.6 
 
NH Office of Energy and Planning 2010 Income  The economic livelihood of a community is based upon the  commerce, tax base, household income and other factors. The household median income of Pittsfield is lower than any of the surrounding towns (table 1.3) and the state or county average.  Table 1.3 Median Household Income Town  Population   Households             Income              Income         2010       2010    2010               1999 Barnstead 4,593   1,715   $67,626 $47,449 Gilmanton 3,777   1,217   $68,984 $50,542 Chichester 2,523       918   $70,214 $56,741 Epsom  4,566   1,445   $71,555 $50,685 Northwood 4,241   1,553   $64,325 $50,675 Pembroke 7,115   2,907   $57,837 $49,494 Pittsfield 4,106   1,652   $56,463 $38,833 NH       1,316,470           502,201   $63,033 $49,467 Merrimack    146,445                        55,760   $62,225 $48,522 County  NH Office of Energy and Planning 1.3 
 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 1, Demographics; adopted June 21, 2018 
 Family Income is considered the income of a residence where the individuals are related (table 1.4) and Pittsfield again is lower.  Table 1.4 Family Median Income Town     Population      Families   Income Income      Income    Income          2010            2010    1999          1989      1979 Barnstead    4,593         1,356   $69,607 $49,404       $33,259     $18,004 Gilmanton    3,777            973    $68,047 $51,712       $38,583     $16,821 Chichester    2,523            738   $74,900 $60,333      $42,604     $18,776 Epsom           4,566         1,184   $74,674 $56,875      $37,432     $18,224 Northwood  4,241         1,119   $64,502 $53,953      $35,307     $17,875 Pembroke    7,115         1,991   $70,775 $57,106      $44,983     $21,348 Pittsfield       4,106         1,069   $61,314 $44,233      $31,384     $17,035 NH Office of Energy and Planning  Further examination of income distribution (table 1.6) of various communities indicates variation. Pittsfield has a larger portion of incomes at a lower level than other communities, expected from the previous data.  An additional indicator of economic livelihood of a community is to identify the number of homes receiving Federal Food Assistance (Food Stamps). Again Pittsfield has a large number with a specific concern of the number in homes with individuals 60+ years of age.  Table 1.5 Residents receiving Food Stamps 2010 Town  Households  Recipients Age 60+ Under Age 60 Barnstead 1715   27  14  13 Chichester   918   17    0  17 Gilmanton 1217   44    6  38 Epsom  1445   65  31  34 Northwood 1553   40  31    9 Pembroke 2907              187  11             176 Pittsfield 1652              194               83             111 NH Office of energy and Planning    1.4 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 1, Demographics; adopted June 21, 2018 
 Table 1-6  2010 Household Income ($1,000) Household   <$10 $10-15      $15-20    $20-25  $25-30  $30-35 $35-40     $40-45 Barnstead 1715        33     41             184        116      100       86           41          114  1.9%  2.3%         10.7%        6.7%      5.8%      5.0%     2.3%        6.8% Chichester   918         7       23           16         52                    54       14        38            46         0.7%  2.5%          1.7%        5.6%      5.8%      1.5%     4.1%         5.0% Gilmanton 1217        16      79           38         58                     42        92        26             56 1.3%  6.4%        3.1%        4.7%      3.4%      7.5%      2.1%         4.6% Epsom               1445           0     55          53         69                    101                     96                    38              27                    3.8%        3.6%        4.7%      6.9%      6.6%      2.6%          1.8% Northwood 1553         21     18         58                      58                     31                     59         77                57                                               1.3%  1.1%      3.7%        3.7%       1.9%      3.7%      4.9%  3.6% Pembroke 2907        18     306         59                      51                    305                   165                    154              100                     0.6%  10.5%    2.0%             1.7%     10.4%      4.2%      5.2%  3.7% Pittsfield 1652        32     79         13                      46                     36                     68                     205   112          1.9% 4.7%        0.7%         2.7%       2.1%      4.1%     12.4%  6.7%                                                                                                 1.5 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 1, Demographics; adopted June 21, 2018          $45-50 $50-60        60-75%      $75-100 $100-125 $125-150 $150-200 >$200 Barnstead         77                  237  201          370      122                     107       88      79          4.4%           13.9%            14.3%         21.5%      7.1%      6.2%      5.1%   4.6% Chichester         50                   69              147               187        58                      53                     61                  43          5.4%   7.5%           16.0%         20.3%         6.3%                     6.1%                 6.6%             4.6% Gilmanton         78                  39              136           209      169                      39                      74                66          6.4%              3.2%            11.1%          17.1%          13.8%                  3.2%                     6.0%             5.4% Epsom                      13                  70              239           251       258                     111         47                17                                                0.8%             4.8%           16.5%         17.3%      17.8%               7.6%            3.2%     1.1% Northwood                     112   123             315           296       232                       32                      58                  7                                                7.8%             7.9%           20.2%            19.0%       14.9%                2.0%                 3.6%             0.4% Pembroke        154                 241             323                  345                334                    129                    142               113                                   5.2%             8.2%              11.1%           11.8%             11.4%                4.4%                    4.8%      3.8% Pittsfield             8                189              243            309         77                        77                      33       25                                   0.4%            11.4%           14.7%          18.7%                4.6%                 4.6%                     1.9%                1.5%   NH Office of Energy and Planning 
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Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 1, Demographics; adopted June 21, 2018 
           Table 1-7   Births Deaths Pittsfield      Births   Deaths  Net Difference 2015   30   28   2 2014   36   31   5 2013   45   29   16 2012   37   27   10 2011   52   23   29 2010   46   34   12 2009   62   33   29 2008   54   24   30 2007   46   21   25 2006   57   28   29 2005   38   32   6 Pittsfield Town Reports    Many towns and New Hampshire in general is not observing great population growth. In the past a migration has occurred as New Hampshire had bedroom communities for Massachusetts plus industrial growth in the southern part of the state. These factors have slowed resulting in limited growth which has direct impact on a potential labor pool, school population and the potential growth of communities.       1.7 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 1, Demographics; adopted June 21, 2018 Education    The educational system is a vital component of a community. The quality, cost of education and the level of preparedness are parts of the educational picture. The enrollment patterns (table 1.8) show consistent student enrollment. Student graduation rate (table 1.9) indicates success parallel other schools and improvement over past years. Education is the major expense of the town and (table 1-10) indicates that Pittsfield has the highest cost per student in the area. 
Table 1.8 

Student Enrollment 

Elementary School 
Grade  Home School   Pupils    Total 
P   0    9    9 
K   0   49   49 
1   2   40   42 
2   1   40   41 
3   6   45   51 
4   4   53   57 
5   3   47   50 
6   4   42   46 
Total                 21                325                346 
 

Middle High School 
7   2   43   45 
8   3   43   46 
9   4   45   49 
10   4   45   49 
11   0   33   33 
12   2   37   39 
Total                 15               246                 261 
 
Pittsfield Annual School Report 2009/2010 
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Pittsfield Elementary School 

 

Table 1.9 

Drop Out Rate 2009/10 

Fall Enrollment  GED Drop Out Annual Rate 4-Yr.Ave 

Merrimack Valley 902   2 10  1.1  4.4 

Coe-Brown  703   1  4  .47  1.7 

Pembroke  952   7 11  1.1  4.4 

Pittsfield  181   4  2  1.1  4.4 

Prospect Mtn.  524   3 3   .5  2.0 

NH Dept. of Education 2010 
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Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 1, Demographics; adopted June 21, 2018 
Table 1.10 

Cost per Pupil 2009/10 

State Average Cost K-12    $12,213 

Barnstead     $12,060.48 

Chichester     $13,109.92 

Epsom      $11,875.93 

Gilmanton     $12,183.22 

Pembroke     $11,873.76 

Pittsfield     $15,706.19 

NH Dept. of Education 2010 Vision  Pittsfield will be a community providing a quality of life that draws younger people to Pittsfield to live and become active in Town Affairs. Demographics indicate the Town is aging putting more focus on services and needs for that age group. As death rate and birth rate are almost equal limited growth in Town will occur unless it migrates to Pittsfield. The economic opportunities for individuals and families has impact upon life style, outlook on life plus others.  Low school enrollment, leading to increased per pupil tuition costs provide an opportunity for innovative teaching approaches and enhance student achievement, Summary  It is obvious that Pittsfield residents have a lower family incomes and a higher poverty rate than that found in surrounding communities. This becomes a challenge to provide greater economic opportunities while maintaining a quality the quality of life desired by the residents. 
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Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 
_____________________________________    Transportation Introduction  A safe and efficient transportation network is an essential component for the development of a well functioning and accessible community. Land-use and transportation are inextricably linked. Informed and thoughtful transportation planning is an essential part of guiding development in order to preserve valued features of the community and achieve and 

e ha e o u it  goals. Pittsfield s t a spo tatio  s ste  a d its o e tio s to the egional and state network provide access to the goods and services that residents and commerce 
e ui e. It pla s a la ge ole i  the de elop e t of the to , a d i  defi i g the To s character with the increasing demand on the transportation system will e ital to the To s future.  The existing transportation network, which in the case of Pittsfield refers almost exclusively to the system of roads and highways along with a pedestrianized downtown core, has a profound influence on the location and development of land use throughout the town. Development trends in Pittsfield have traditionally been influenced by NH Route 28 and 107, 

alo g ith the To s e t alized illage o e, a d the lo  de sit  eside tial a d u de eloped areas which give the Town its distinct character. All land use activities require access to adequate transportation routes and are most likely to locate where access is the easiest and least costly. Due to the financial commitment required for the improvement and maintenance of an adequate transportation system and the direct relationship between land use patterns and traffic circulation, the identification and analysis of current transportation needs is crucial to the orderly accommodation of growth and development. This section of the master plan is intended to provide such an analysis, while also enabling the Town of Pittsfield to fully participate in all levels of transportation planning- local, regional, state and federal. 2.1 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Town of Pittsfield Transportation  Vision  Promote the improvement of public roads in Pittsfield: encourage a system of transportation that will meet the mobility needs of all local residents by providing for the efficient movement of people, goods and services within Pittsfield and throughout the region: maintain a commitment to the rural and historic character of the community; and provide a well- maintained and safe transportation system that meets the functional and aesthetic needs of the community, in a cost effective manner. The Town wide survey pointed to the desi e of the To s eside ts to ai tai  
Pittsfield s s all to  at osphe e  a d u al ha a te .  The su e  also highlighted the 
o e s that Pittsfield s eside ts ha e ega di g t affi  a d speedi g ehi les, t u k olu es along particular outes, a d the safet  of se e al i te se tio s. At the sa e ti e, the To s residents are conscious of the need to maintain and promote an efficient and safe transportation system that serves the needs of all residents.  A key component in planning for future transportation improvements in a community is to carry a complete inventory of the existing transportation infrastructure serving the Town. 

Pittsfield s t a spo tatio  et o k is do i ated  NH Route  a d , the e a e a u e  of different types of road existent in the town which are equally important to the overall transportation network.  Highway Classification The State Aid classification system, which is identified by NH RSA 229:5 and 229:231, establishes responsibility for construction, reconstruction, and maintenance as well as eligibility for use of State Aid funds. This classification system also provides a basic hierarchy of roadways. 
Of the se e  possi le state lassifi atio s, Pittsfield s oads fall i to fou  of these Class I, Class II, 
C lass V a d Class VI oads. Pittsfield s oad s ste  is t pi al of ost Ne  Ha pshi e to s, i  that the most mileage is accounted by Class V roads. Table 2-1 State Aid Highway Classification Class I: Trunk Line Highways: Class I consists of all existing or proposed highways on the primary state highway system, excepting all portions of the highways within the compact sections of cities and towns. The state assumes full control and pays cost of construction, reconstruction  2.2 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 and maintenance of its sections with the assistance of federal aid. NH Route 28 is the most obvious Class I highway in Pittsfield Class II: State Aid Highways: Class II highways are all existing or proposed highways on the secondary state highway system, excepting portions of the highways within the compact sections of cities and towns, which are classified as Class IV highways. All sections improved to the state standards are maintained and reconstructed by the stat. All other sections must be maintained by the city or town in which they are located until brought up to state standards. The same applies to bridges in Class II highways. Class III: Recreational Roads: Class III roads consist of all roads leading to, and within, state reservations designated by the Legislature. NHDOT assumes full control of reconstruction and maintenance. Class III-a: New Boating Access Highways: Class III-a roads are defined as new boating access highways from any existing highway in the state. All class III-a highways are limited access facilities defined in RSA 230:44. Pittsfield does not have any Class III roads. Class IV: Town and City Streets: Class IV highways consist of all highways within the compact sections of cities and towns listed in RSA 229:5. Extensions of Class I (excluding turnpikes and interstate portions) of Class II highways through these areas are included in this classification. Pittsfield is not included in the designated towns for this classification. Class V: Rural Highways: This classification consists of all traveled highways that the town or city has the duty to maintain regularly. Dowboro Road, Upper City Road and Tilton Road are examples of Class V roads in Pittsfield.  Class VI: Unmaintained Highways: This class consists of all other existing public way, including highways discontinued as open highways and made subject to gates and bars, and highways not maintained and repaired in suitable condition for travel thereon by the town for five(5) or more successive years. Table 2.2 State Legislative Class of Roads in Pittsfield Legislative Class   Summary Characteristics   Mileage Class I    Consists of all existing or proposed highways on the  3.1     Primary state highway system     Maintained by the State   2.3 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Class II    Consists of all existing or proposed highways on the 13.1     Secondary highway system     Maintained by the State  Class III and Class III a  Consists of roads leading to or within state parks  0      and reservations     Maintained by the State Class IV    Consists of all highways within the compact section of  0  cities and towns listed in RSA 229:5 (Urban Compacts)  Class V    Consists of all other traveled highways that the town      or city has the responsibility to maintain.   42.9 Class VI    Consists of all other existing public ways, including    8.1     Highways subject to gates, and  highways not      maintained in suitable condition for travel for five or      more years    Private Roads   Not part of the Town network but may be open to   6.4     Travel. 
Total            73.6 

Recommendation: 

 Actively engage with the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission and the 
Ne  Ha pshi e Depa t e t of T a spo tatio  to e su e that Pittsfield s t a spo tatio  needs and priorities are adequately represented in both the Regional and the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program. 

 Actively pursue State Highway Aid grant opportunities to maintain and improve the 
to  of Pittsfield s T a spo tatio  et o k. E a ples i lude State High a  Aid a d State Bridge Aid programs. Functional Classification System  The functional classification system identifies roads by the type of service provided and by the role of each highway within the state system based on standard developed by the US Department of Transportation. While the state aid classification system outlined above is the primary basis for determining jurisdiction, the following system is important for determining eligibility for federal funds.  Recognition of the principal function that a highway, road, or street is intended to sere can reduce potential conflicts between land use activities and traffic movement. For example, from a theoretical standpoint, residential development should never be permitted or encouraged to locate along major highways due to the opportunity for direct land use/ traffic  2.4 





Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 conflicts. The need for direct access to residential properties causes numerous left turn and  crossover movements as well as ingress/ egress movements, all of which slow and/ or interrupt the smooth flow of traffic, while substantially increasing the potential for accidents to both pedestrians and vehicles, The five basic functional classifications are described below.  Principle Arterial/ Controlled Access: These highway consist of interstates and some primary state routes that form the basic network of the State roadway system. They primarily function as the main routes for interstate commerce and traffic. In addition, they also link major geographic and urban areas to economic districts of the State. Controlled Access is a designation adopted by NHDOT, the effect of which is to minimize the frequency of cur cuts, thereby controlling the amount of traffic crossing lanes and stopping on the road. Interstate 93 is an obvious example principal arterial roadway found in New Hampshire.  Arterial System: These roadways serve as long distance traffic movements distance traffic movements and are secondary to primary arterial roadways in that minor arterial primarily serve as links between major population areas, or between distant geographic and economic regions. NH Route 28 is a good example of a minor arterial roadway that serves the Town of Pittsfield.  Major Collector: These roadways differ from arterial roadways due to size and general service area. Collectors serve traffic in a specific area, whereas arterials generally serve traffic moving through an area. Thus, average trip lengths on collectors are shorter  than trips on arterials. Furthermore, collectors gather traffic from local roads and streets and distribute them to arterial. NH Route 107 is classified as a major collector.  Minor Collectors: These roads provide access to smaller communities within a geographic area or economic region. They may link locally important trip generators, such as shopping centers, to surrounding rural areas. They also serve as links between two or more major collectors. Main Street serves as a minor collector in Pittsfield.  Local Roads: These roads and streets are used primarily to provide access to adjacent properties. These roads have numerous turning movements in and out of abutting driveways and curb cuts.  S e i  Roads: A ajo  o po e t of a to ’s u al ha a te  a  e its u pa ed a d 
s e i  oads. These oads help to etai  a se se of histo y a d u al uality that Pittsfield’s residents have indicated a strong desire to maintain. The purpose of a designation as a scenic road is to protect the intrinsic qualities of that stretch of road which add to the aesthetic and  2.6 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 environmental qualities of the area. (Shaw road is an example)  Generally, future development in Pittsfield should only be permitted to take place at locations where the primary road function is appropriate for the type of development proposed. As part of its Site Plan Review Regulations, The Planning Board should consider the functional classification of any road on which development is proposed to ensure that the proposed development is appropriate for the existing roadway function. Table 2.3 Federal Functional Class of Roads in Pittsfield Functional Class    Characteristics        Mileage Principal Arterial * Provides the highest level of mobility at the greatest travel  speeds, allowing for travel between major trip generators.  *Interstate, Freeway and other Principal Arterial, *Eligible for federal-aid funds        0 Minor Arterial  *Provide access to geographic areas smaller than those served     by the higher system by linking towns and cities. *Can provide the highest level of mobility through rural areas  without principal arterial, while providing important connections  between the principal arterial and collector network in urban areas *Provides intra- community continuity, but does not penetrate  identifiable neighborhoods. *Eligible for federal-aid funds.      3.1 Major Collector  *Provides service to any county seat not on an arterial route, to the  larger towns not directly served by the higher systems; and to other  traffic generators r equivalent  intra-county importance, such as  consolidated school, recreational areas.  *Provides links to nearby larger towns or cities, or with routes of higher classifications. *Serves the more important intra-county travel corridors.  7.1 Minor Collector  *Collects traffic from the local roadway network and distributes it to  the major collector or   arterial systems. *Provides service to smaller municipalities. *Provides links to important small scale land use serving   7.2 Local   *Comprises all highways not on the higher systems.    *Provides the lowest level of mobility by serving local trip purposes  and connecting to higher order roadways.    41.6 Class VI or Private Not part of town network but may be open to travel   14.5 Total            73.5 Source: New Hampshire Department of Transportation                                                 2.7  





Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Objective  Generally, future development in Pittsfield should only be permitted to take place at locations where the primary road function is appropriate for the type of development proposed. Recommendations: A part of the Site Plan Review Regulations, the Planning Board should consider the functional classification of any road on which development is proposed to ensure that the proposed development is appropriate for the existing roadway function. 
Bridge Network Bridges are a key component of the highway system. Bridges are the most expensive sections of roads, and a lack of adequate bridges can create transportation bottlenecks, which are often difficult to remedy. The New Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT) maintains an inventory of all bridges in New Hampshire using Federal Sufficiency Ratings (FSR), a nationally accepted method for  evaluating bridges. An FSR represents the relative overall effectiveness of a bridge as a modern day transportation facility. With an FSR greater than 80 a bridge is generally accepted to e in good condition overall. A bridge with an FSR between 50 and 80 is eligible for Federal Bridge rehabilitation funding. A bridge with an FSR less than 50 is eligible for either Federal bridge replacement or rehabilitation funding. These ratings are based on modern, federally accepted standards, and often historic bridges do not meet these standards.   Table 2-4 shows the bridges in Pittsfield as listed on the NHDOT Bridge Summary. The classification of Structurally Deficient or Functionally Obsolete does not mean that the bridge is necessarily unsafe for use. Rather, it indicates that the bridge does not meet a particular standard, for example it is a one lane bridge or has a particular feature that is outdated,          2.9 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Table 2-4 Bridges in Pittsfield Bridge ID Bridge Owner Year built FSR Type Length (feet) Ave, Daily Traffic (year) 089/103 Shaw Rd. over Kelly Brook Municipality 1970 Not Applicable Metal Pipe 11 57 (2001) 090/104 Main St. over Suncook River NHDOT 1942 Structurally Deficient Metal Arch 73 5000 (2010) 090/105 Main St. over Suncook River Penstock Private (not RR) 1900 Not Applicable Metal Pipe  10 5000 (2010) 090/107 Bridge St. over Suncook River Municipality 1909/1996 Not Deficient I Beams with Concrete Deck 102 1160 (2004) 097/108 NH 107 over Suncook River NHDOT 1997 Functionally Obsolete Concrete Ridged Frame 81 3100 (2010) 101/137 NH 107 over Kelly Brook NHDOT 1936/1980 Not Applicable Concrete Box 16 1400 (2009) 103/101 NH 107 over White Pond  Outlet NHDOT 1900/1982 Not Applicable Concrete Slab 10 1300 (2010)      
Objective 2.1  To ensure a safe, reliable, and efficient system of bridges  that will meet the transportation needs and goals of the Town of Pittsfield. Recommendations: 

 The Town of Pittsfield should actively work with NHDOT to repair, replace, and/or upgrade bridges that have fallen into a serious state of disrepair. 2.10 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 
 The Town should continue to contribute to a bridge maintenance/ capital reserve fund with a specific amount decided by the Board of Selectmen to be appropriated annually. 
 The Town Road Agent should annually inspect the bridges in Town that are town owned and provide a statue report to the planning Board, Board of Selectmen, and NHDOT for their review. 
 A wooden covered bridge should be constructed on Bridge St. to enhance the historic and scenic character of the downtown area.  

 Bridges provide a scenic and historical interest Traffic Volumes  Traffic volume data for the Town of Pittsfield are compiled from several sources. The Central new Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC) maintains an ongoing traffic 
cou t progra  for o itori g the regio ’s tra sportatio  etwork. I  additio , CNHRPC  2.11 





Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 collects traffic count data for the new Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT) in accordance with federal guidelines under the Federal Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS).  Figure 2-4 displays the Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes for 2005-2012, which are published on the NHDOT website at http://www,nh.gov/dot/org/operations/traffic/documents.htm.  AADT is a basic measure of traffic demand for a roadway and represents the volume of traffic travelling in both direction. As stated above, CNHRPC provides traffic count data to the NHDOT, who them calculates the AADT by applying correction factors to raw data to account for weekday and seasonal variations in traffic volumes. 
 Of the five (5) sites for which multiple AADT volumes for 2005-2012 have been calculated, all locations show a slight decrease in traffic. This trend of decreasing traffic volumes has been documented throughout the region, state and the nation. Many areas have seen reduction in travel due to a variety of factors including increased fuel prices and unemployment. 
Objective 2-4: Utilize available traffic count data form NHDOT count data and CNHRPC to identify corridors and routes that may become impacted in the future by current development trends.  Recommendations: 

 In locations where traffic has changed significantly, land use trends and access management policies should be closely examined, adopted and modified to best maintain and promote an efficient transportation network. 
 The Town of Pittsfield should work with NHDOT and CNHRPC to identify and conduct traffic counts on roads of concern in the community on an annual basis. 
 NHDOT and the Town of Pittsfield should work together to ensure that effective and appropriate emergency management procedures are in place for redirection traffic through the Town. 
 Traffic count data should be published by he Town annually and be available on the Town Website.  Roadway Conditions  Pavement condition data from  as o tai ed fro  NHDOT’s Pa e e t Management Section for state-maintained (Class I and II) roads and is displayed in  2.13 

http://www,nh.gov/dot/org/operations/traffic/documents.htm


Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Figure 2-5. The pavement condition is rated based on its Ride Comfort Index (RCI), which  is calculated directly from the average pavement roughness measured in the left and right wheel paths of roadways. That data indicates that the majority of state maintain roadways in Pittsfield require some work. Certain sections of NH Route 107, in particular, are in need of maintenance.  On local, town maintained roads surface conditions vary by location. Naturally, 
there are issues to e addressed i  the To ’s road et ork, parti ularly due to the  
i reasi g osts of ai te a e. Ho e er, The To ’s High ay Depart e t a d Board  of Selectmen are to be commended for taking a proactive approach to local road maintenance. In the 2012 Master Plan Community Survey. 34% of respondents 
o sidered Pittsfield’s roads to e i  good o ditio , ith 47% stati g that the road network is in fair conditio . The To ’s Capital I pro e e t Progra  regularly schedules improvements to the local road network and the Highway Department has a 

repa i g a d ai te a e s hedule that the ajority of the To ’s reside ts see  to be content with. 
 Many communities in New Hampshire have begun to establish Road Advisory Committees and implement Road Surface Management Systems (RSMS) to help prioritize road improvements and develop a transparent system for short, medium and long term improvements. The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission offers a RSMS at no cost to its member communities. RSMS is basically a methodology 
i te ded to pro ide a  o er ie  a d esti ate of a road syste ’s o ditio  a d the approximate costs for future improvements. RSMS provides a systematic approach for local officials to answer basic questions about their road system, to gauge current network conditions and to guide future improvement and investment in line with municipal Capital Improvement Programs.   
Objective 2-5: Regularly monitor road conditions in the town to ensure that road 
i pro e e t proje ts that are strategi ally i porta t to Pittsfield’s tra sportatio  network are adequately addressed.  Recommendations: 

 Consider implementing a Road Surface Management System to guide the selection and prioritization of infrastructure improvements and maintenance activities, including road widening, improvements to horizontal and vertical alignments (grading of curves), drainage system improvements, and paving/ resurfacing. 
 Work with the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission and the  2.14 





Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 New Hampshire Department of Transportation to ensure that transportation projects that are eligible for Federal-Aid funding in Pittsfield are adequately represented in the Regional Transportation Improvement Program and considered for inclusion in the State Ten-Year Plan for Transportation Improvements. 
 Create a road advisory committee to assist the Highway Department in the review of proposals for road construction and improvement projects. 
 Utilize annual road counts and the impact of new developments to evaluate road maintenance needs. 

 Roads have limited shoulders with no areas for walking or bicycle riding Motor Vehicle Crashes  Motor vehicle crash data from 2000-2010 was obtained from NHDOT, who receives the data from the Department of Safety for crashes over $1000 in damage. The data represents  2.16 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 roughly 80% of all crashes that took with over $1000 in damage that took place during this time period; the remaining 20% of the crashes are not locatable based on the information     contained in the accident reports. Locatable crashes that occurred in Pittsfield were reviewer and are summarized  graphically in Figure 2-6 and  in summary tabular form for the most frequent locations in Table 2-4. More detailed accident information is included in Appendix of this plan.                                                 Table 2-5                                                  Accident Hot Spots 2000-2010 Locations Accidents 2000-2010 Observation of Common Conditions NH Route 28 65 Collisions between one, two and four vehicles. Twenty four happened at intersections. Fifteen involved animals, nine involved fixed objects, and thirty five involved other vehicles. Nine were during snow, sleet, or rain. Twenty two occurred at night. Catamount Rd. NH Route 107 37 Collisions between one and tow vehicles. Two resulted in a total of three fatalities, while eleven resulted in injuries. Nine involved other vehicles and six involved animals. Sven happened in rain or snow. Thirteen occurred at night.   30 Collisions between one, two, three and four vehicles. Seventeen resulted in injuries. One involved an animal, one a fixed object, one was an overturn and the rest involved other vehicles. Five during sleet, snow or rain. Six occurred at night. Route 28/ Leavitt Rd. Intersection. 27 Collisions were between one, two and three vehicles. Thirteen resulted in injuries. One involved a pedestrian, one a fixed object and the rest 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 other vehicles. Three were during snow or rain. Three occurred at night. Main Street 20 Collisions between one, two and three vehicles. Five resulted in injuries. They all involved other vehicles except for one involving a telephone poll. Seven happed at intersections. Three were in wet or icy conditions. Four occurred at night. Source: NHDOT/NH Department of Safety  During this five year period, the highest proportion of accidents occurred along the most heavily travelled routes in Pittsfield, NH routes 28 and 107 are both state 
ai tai ed highways that for  the a k o e of Pittsfield’s tra sportatio  etwork. As such, it is important to work with the NHDOT to improve safety along both of these routes. The frequency of accidents at intersections on both of these roadways is of particular concern. Remedial work on NH Routes 28/107 intersection was completed in 2010 resulting in significant improvements in safety at this location. Objective 2-6: Reduce the number of accidents in Pittsfield that may be caused by unsafe road conditions or poor transportation infrastructure. Examining traffic patterns and potential accident sites the committee recommends several potential changes at intersections Recommendations: 
 The Town of Pittsfield should identify and prioritize locations that need improvements on account of safety issues. 
 The Police Chief, Fire Chief, Town Road Agent and associated staff/ committees should annually review accident locations and determine enhancements that could be made to improve safety. 
 The Town should actively work with NHDOT to address safety concerns on state maintained highways in Pittsfield. 
 Elm should be one way to the Post Office reducing traffic entering Main St and increasing parking spaces on Elm with the use of angle parking. 
 Traffic should come to a 90 degree angle at the intersection of Crescent and Concord Hill. 
 Parking at the Town Pool should be evaluated due to pedestrians and traffic entering Clark St. (Town Survey) 2.18 
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 The intersection of Carroll, Broadway and Rt. 107 should be evaluated with 

future downtown development to reduce potential congestion and pedestrian 

safety.  

 The movement of trucks in the downtown area should be examined as the use of 

buildings changes.  

 The availability of truck parking for building should be considered when buildings 

are approved. 

 Commuting Patterns  The US Ce sus Bu eau’s Co u it  Su e  ACS  us is a  o goi g su e  that provides data every year in form of 1-, 3- and 5- year period statements representing the population and housing characteristics over a specific data collection period. The ACS differs from the decennial Census in that the Census shows the number of live in an area by surveying the total population every 10 years. The ACS show how people live by surveying a sample of the population every year. ACS collects and releases data by the calendar year for geographic areas that meet specific population thresholds; for areas with populations under 20,000, such as Pittsfield, 5- year estimates are generated. The most recent release represents data collected between January 1, 2006 and December 31, 2010.  Journey to Work Commuting Data from the 2006-2010 5-year estimates was reviewed and is displayed graphically in the charts below. In general, the majority of working population residing in Pittsfield works outside of the community but within New Hampshire, drives to work alone, and commutes an average of about 32 minutes to work. It should e oted that the atego ies public transpo tatio ,  ta i  a d 
i le  a e optio s u de   Mea s of T a spo tatio  to Wo k  ho e e . The e e e zero respondents who chose those options.         2.19 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Figure 2.1 
                 Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American Community Survey   As is typical in most New Hampshire town, the most popular transportation option for Pittsfield residents is the private automobile. Carpooling, where one or more passengers accompany the vehicle driver to a shared destination point represents a sizeable portion of commuters in Pittsfield. This is an encouraging sign and points to the usefulness of Park and Ride locations in the state. It also highlights that a potential Park and Ride off of NH Route 28 could receive significant usage from Pittsfield.  Figure 2.2 

 
                Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American Community Survey 
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 Figure 2.1 shows that over 50% of Pittsfield’s residents travel time to work exceeds (30) 
minutes. This statistic highlights the importance of the arterial and collector read system that 

serves the Town. In all future planning decisions, at the local, regional or state level, Pittsfield 

should ensure that the functionality of these important routes is maintained and that future land-

use and transportation decisions for residents and visitors to the Town. 

 

Figure  2.3 

                       Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American Community Survey  Understanding the commuting patterns of the labor force in the community can assist in planning roadway improvements that will make important travel routes more efficient, safe, and promote economic growth in a sound coordinated fashion. The   Planning Board should identify major commuter roads used to enter and exit Pittsfield and work to make them more efficient and safe. Similarly, local residential roads that are not suited for heavy commuter 
t affi  should e ide tified a d this th ough t affi  should e i i ized he e e  ia le alternative can be provided. Traffic counts should be reviewed and analyzed to identify roads 

that have shown an increase in traffic over the years. Finally, yearly counts should be carried 

out on roads that the Town sees as a concern in order for reliable usage patterns to b e 

analyzed.  Objective 2-7: Identify major commuter roads used to enter and exit Pittsfield and establish plans to make these roadways more efficient while increasing safety.  2.21 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Recommendations: 
 The Town of Pittsfield should identify local residential roads that are not suited for 

hea  o ute  t affi , a d o k to i i ize this th ough t affi  he e e  ia le alternatives can be provided. 
 Traffic counts should be reviewed and analyzed to identify roads that have shown an increase in traffic over the years. 
 Yearly traffic counts should be carried out on roads that the Town sees as a concern in order for reliable usage patterns to be analyzed. New Development  New Development is often phased over extended periods of time and the ultimate, as well as the immediate, impacts of development on traffic volumes and transportation systems should always be considered. The magnitude of new development obviously determines the traffic impacts that the development will have. Depending on existing roadway traffic volume, distribution patterns, and the physical condition of local roadways, small scale as well as large-scale development can often have significant impacts on the surrounding roadway network. By requiring transportation/traffic impact studies for new developments of a certain size or for developments located in areas where significant transportation problems are known to exist, 

the To  of Pittsfield’s Pla i g Boa d a  effe ti el  e aluate the s ope of i pa ts asso iated with any new development. Through this kind of scrutiny, recommendations for project phasing, and developer participation in necessary improvements can be developed and problems of safety, congestion and expensive upgrading or poorly planned roads can be avoided.    As federal and state assistance for local road construction ha decreased (in most cases), in recent years, and will likely continue to decrease in future years, the construction, improvement and maintenance of local roads has increasingly become the responsibility of municipalities and developers. That a developer accepts the responsibility for performing all 
e essa  o -site  i f ast u tu e i p o e e ts is o  o side ed sta da d p a ti e. However, where developments will have significant impact on the transportation infrastructure in Pittsfield, developers should also be responsible for addressing these issues.  

 The two basic methods for securing developer participation in roadway and other infrastructure improvements necessitated by new development are through negotiated development agreements and through the assessment of formula based development impact fees.  2.22 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Objective 2-8: The Planning Board should require developer sponsored off- site improvements as part of any development that has an impact on Pittsfield’s t a spo tatio  et o k. Recommendations: 
 As a condition of the Final Approval of a Subdivision Application, the Planning Board, where appropriate, should require the subdivider to pay a proportionate share of the costs of municipal improvements, which are necessitated in whole or in part by thesubdivision. Such fees shall be limited to capital costs and shall be expended only on new or additional capital improvements, as an alternative. 
 The Planning Board should calculate the impact on traffic volumes with any proposed subdivision. Connectivity  The functional roadway classification system provides an organized hierarchy to the 

To ’s oad a  s ste . Ho e e , fo  the oad a  s ste  to e effe ti e, effi ie t a d to serve to maintain a sense of community, the roadway system needs to exhibit a sense of connectivity. Roadway connectivity refers to a street system that provides multiple routes and connections to the same origins and destinations.  One of the difficulties that the Town of Pittsfield, like other municipalities, faces is development projects that come before the Planning Board exhibiting poor connectivity. This can often be seen with residential subdivisions, where the subdivisions are designed as a series of cul-de-sacs. Although the residents who live on these types of streets generally prefer this type of disconnected street system because of the resulting low volume of traffic, the impact to the community as a whole can be detrimental.  A well connected street system provides motorists, pedestrians and bicyclists better, more direct and shorter ravel routes to school, shopping and other neighborhoods. A well connected street system not only provides shorter and more efficient connections but also serves to reduce traffic congestion along the major arterial roadways. The result is a more 
effi ie t oad a  s ste  ith less eed to e o ti uall  addi g apa it  to the To ’s ajo  roadways. A well connected street system also improves emergency response times for firefighters, police and ambulance service. In addition to the traffic operational benefits, a well connected street system also serves a sense of community as opposed to a sense of isolation that cul-de-sac can at times create. Cul-de-sacs are an important part of communities throughout the state and where appropriate should be encouraged. However, a well planned 
a d o e ted st eet s ste  should e a ke  ele e t i  Pittsfield’s t a spo tatio  pla i g  2.23 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 policy and accurately represented in the decisions of the Planning Board. Objective 2-9: Promote connectivity through the requirement of local street connections, between existing, new and future developments. Recommendations: 
 Where applicable, the Planning Board should require developers to provide rights-of- way and/or direct access to connect both new and existing developments thus creating  parallel access routes which will help to reduce congestion and slow the need to expand highway capacity. Access Management Access management involves providing (or managing) access to land development while simultaneously preserving the flow of traffic on the surrounding road system in terms of safety, capacity, and speed. It is the practice of coordinating the location, number, spacing, and design of access points to minimize site access conflicts and maximize the traffic capacity of a roadway. Current planning efforts focus on all modes of transportation including vehicles, public transit, bicycles, and pedestrians. In general, there are a number of techniques that the Town of Pittsfield can use to take a proactive approach to access management. 1. Think Land Use and Transportation  Before approving a subdivision or rezoning, consider what road design and improvements will be needed to support the development and link it to the surrounding area. 2. Identify and plan for growth access Incremental and uncoordinated development will not lead to a livable community or a healthy business climate. Support economic growth by planning and investing in a local road network to support development.  3. Develop a complete hierarchy of roads A viable community requires a variety of roadways organized as an integrated system. Highways and arterials are needed for longer. Higher speed trips. Local streets and collectors provide access to homes and businesses. Recognize that different roads serve different purposes. 4. Link access regulations to roadway function 2.24 
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A ess e ui e e ts i  ou  zo i g a d su di isio  egulatio s should fit ea h oad a ’s functional classification. Recognize that the greatest access control is needed for those roads intended to serve longer, higher, speed trips. 5. Avoid strip development. Promote commercial nodes. Commercial development can be located adjacent to and visible from the highways, but should be accessed via a system of parallel local roads and side streets that complement the state highway system. 6. Connect local streets between subdivisions. Give your residents convenient options for travel from one neighborhood to another by connecting local streets from one subdivision to the next. 7. Design subdivisions with access to local streets. Avoid lot designs with driveways that enter onto major state or county highways. Orientate business and residential driveways to local streets that feed onto the highways at a few carefully designated and spaced intersections. 8. Practice good site planning principles. Locate entrances away from intersections corners and turn lanes. Provide adequate space on the site for trucks to maneuver and for vehicles to queue at drive- through windows without backing or stacking on the roadway. Adjacent businesses should provide shared driveways and cross access so customers can make multiple stops without entering the arterial. 9. Correct existing problems as opportunities arise. Adopt a long range vision for improving access along older, developed corridor. Correct unsafe accesses as individual parcels expand or redevelop. Work with affected property owners to consolidate driveways and provide internal access between parcels. Fill in the supporting roadway network with local access roads as part of the redevelopment process.  10. Coordinate local development plans with NHDOT. Share plans for subdivisions, rezoning and site plans with affected road authorities early in the development process. You do ’t e e  eed to ait u til the de elop e t is p oposed. Co ta t NHDOT to talk about your long range plans and development needs. 2.25 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Objective 2-10 Establish a set of access management guidelines in order to properly plan forthe traffic impacts of new developments in Pittsfield. Recommendations: 
 The Town of Pittsfield should build upon the requirements of its current Land Development Regulations and establish a set of access management guidelines in order to better plan for future development in Pittsfield. The guidelines should be utilized by  the Planning Board in considering proposals for new development.     
 Work with NHDOT District Engineering staff to coordinate on access management issues and explore the adoption of a Memorandum of understanding between both parties regarding access for new and existing development in Pittsfield. Traffic Calming  Traffic calming is a significant challenge for most communities in the United States. This is particularly true for small, rural communities in New Hampshire where the main roadway through the town serves a dual role. Outside the town, the roadway provides high-speed travel over long distances; within the built-up area, however, the same roadway accommodates local access, pedestrians of all ages, on-street parking, bicycles, and the many other feature unique to the character of a community. This convergence of roadway purposes presents both an enforcement challenge for the community and a potential safety problem for the public.  Addressing the issue through law enforcement alone leads to temporary compliance at a significant cost. A more permanent way to reinforce the need to reduce speed is to change the look and feel of the road by installing traffic calming treatments that communicate to drivers that the function of the roadway is changing. Traffic calming has been evaluated and used extensively within low-speed urban areas in the United State but less so in rural areas where driver expectations and traffic characteristics are different. Lowering speed limits is a well-established method of improving pedestrian safety. In both rural and urban areas, the minimum speed limit a town can impose is 25 MPH. Limits can be made lower at intersections (RSA265:63) and in school zones (RSA 265:60). However, traffic calming also suggest road design techniques using active or physical controls (bumps, barrier, curves, rumble strips, etc) and passive controls, such as signs and traffic regulations, to reduce vehicle speeds. Traffic calming measures foster safer and quieter streets that are more 

accommodating to pedestrians and cyclists and enhance neighborhood and downtown 

environments. The potential benefits of traffic calming include reduced traffic speeds, reduced 

traffic volumes- by discouraging “cut-through” traffic on residential streets- and often improved 

aesthetic quality of streets.  

2.26 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Objective 2-10: To take a context sensitive approach to traffic calming techniques to make Pittsfield more accessible and safer for all road users. Recommendations: 
 P o ote a sha e the oad  a paig  to ale t d i e s to the possi ilit  of pedest ia s and bike users at certain locations in Pittsfield. 
 Investigate the use of innovative methods to increase safety such as increased signage, stripped or colored crosswalks and clear defined walking paths. 
 Investigate the use of appropriate traffic calming measures to discourage high speeds where the potential for conflict with other roadway users exist. Scenic Roads  A ajo  o po e t of a to ’s u al ha a te  a  e its u pa ed a d scenic roads. 

These oads help to etai  a se se of histo  a d u al ualit  that Pittsfield’s eside ts ha e indicated a strong desire to maintain. RSA 231:157allows towns by a vote at town meeting to designate any road other than an Class I or II highway as a Scenic Road. A municipality may rescind its designation of a scenic road using the same procedure.  The effect of designation as a scenic road is that, except in emergency situations, there shall be no cutting of trees with a circumference of 15 inches at 4   feet from the from the ground or alteration of stone walls by the town or public utility within the right-of-way without a hearing, review, and the written approval of the Planning Board. This law does not affect the rights of individual property owners; nor does it affect land uses permitted by local zoning.  In recognition of the fact that the state law is not very stringent, the statute was amended in 1991 to allow towns to adopt provisions than what is spelled out in the law. These additional regulations could include giving protection to smaller trees or by inserting criteria for the Planning Board to use in deciding whether to grant permission. RSA 231:157 is an important piece of legislation for the preservation of culturally important and scenic roads in Pittsfield. Its residents cherish identifying and cataloguing roads with scenic vistas and aesthetic qualities to protect the intrinsic qualities of the Town.  Objective 2.11. Establish a method of identifying potential scenic routes and roads in Pittsfield to ensure that the intrinsic aesthetic and historic qualities of the Town are protected and preserved.  2.27 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Recommendations: 
 The Town should work with its residents to provide outreach and education about the State Scenic Road Law and its potential for preserving the historic rural qualities of Pittsfield. 
 The Town should consider identifying roads with scenic vistas and aesthetic qualities, such as traditional New England stone walls, historic buildings, natural aesthetically important fauna and farms. 
 The Town should regularly identify potential roads for Scenic Road designation. 
 The Town should consider Mountain Rd, Tan Rd and Governors Roads as scenic roads.  

 Unpaved roads add character and uniqueness to Pittsfield  2.28 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 2, Transportation; adopted June 21, 2018 Bicycle and Pedestrian Infrastructure   Residents of Pittsfield value the rural and historic character of the town. In certain locations the volume of traffic and associated speeds can be detrimental to this sense of place that was evident in the community survey. Pedestrian facilities, such as paved sidewalks and gravel walking paths are essential features for roadways with high volumes of traffic or high speeds. The primary purpose of sidewalks is to improve safety for pedestrians by separating them from travel lanes of roadways. In addition to this, sidewalks can also serve as a source of recreation for the residents, a non-motorized mode of travel, serve to beautify an area, or stimulate economic activity in rural and village settings.  Similar to the provisions of pedestrian infrastructure, planning for a bicycle network requires a different approach from that of motorized transportation planning. Bicyclists have different needs from those of motorists, including wider shoulders, better traffic control at intersections, and stricter access management.  As the concern over air quality, traffic congestion, and other issues increases, the need and desire for a well maintained and safe bicycle and pedestrian route system will continue to grow for a luxury into a necessity. By creating adequate local bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, members of the community will have the ability to travel with Town andemployment, shopping and recreational purposes without driving.  
 Objective 2.12: Facilitate the creation of a bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure network that allows safe, efficient and reliable transportation options in certain locations in Pittsfield. There are no meaningful system of bicycle paths, roadways allowing bicycle 

traffic or walking trails.  Numerous benefits could be provided including physical 

exercise, enjoyment of the natural qualities of the Town and more. It would be a positive 

attraction to visitors and potential home buyers.  Recommendations: 
 Promote a pedestrian route system to maximize transportation opportunities in and around downtown Pittsfield. 
 The Town of Pittsfield should adopt and support the statewide and regional bicycle networks and take all available steps to help implement them within Town. 
 The Town of Pittsfield should research funding opportunities for creating and maintaining a local bicycle and pedestrian network. 2.29 
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 Where applicable, the highway department should consider widening, striping and paving the shoulders of Town roads to accommodate bike lanes. 
 The Town of Pittsfield should work with the Police Department, the Elementary School and the residents of Richard Browne house to promote and educate the public on bicycle safety and transportation. 
 The Town should develop a Town Trail Network. 
 A Capital Improvement Plan (CIP)  for sidewalk maintenance should be established 
 The Town should support a warrant article for the creation of a CIP for sidewalk funding.     The bulk of chapter 2 has been compiled and written by Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission.                      2.30 
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    _____________________________________                    Housing   The housing of a community provides several roles. Most obvious, it provides shelter for the residents and neighborhoods where we develop associations with other individuals.  The architecture and landscape provides the character of a village, a community and rural settings that provide identify and positive memories for the residents. New Construction and home remodeling provides employment and a change in the tax base. Property taxes provide a major source of income for most communities in New Hampshire. Pittsfield has a greater dependency on reside t’s property taxes as part of the Town budget than others.  Pittsfield has a larger proportion of rental units than surrounding communities. A challenge exists to provide opportunities for growth while preserving the qualities of Pittsfield that we appreciate and is desirable to visitors. History  Pittsfield, and other communities with similar histories, developed housing based upon economic influences. Having, mill industries, growth focused in the village with large three story homes built for business owners and community leaders. Smaller structures often with carriage sheds were built on secondary streets. A community would have various shops and facilities for craftsmen that have been converted to homes today. Rural areas developed where land was available for agriculture.   Residential development followed economic opportunity. Employment opportunities brought people to Pittsfield. In recent years people commuted to surrounding areas for employment creating 

hat e all a edroo  o u ity . Today e see land be sought simply due to availability.  
                                       Historic Building on Main Street 3.1 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018  Make-up  Every Community observes changes in growth related to economic and social factors. Examining the most recent US Census the following data is available indicating the age of the residential units. Table 3.1  Year Structure Built  Total Housing Units 769 2010 Later 0 2000-2009 11 1990-1999 56 1980-1989 57 1970-1979 125 1960-1969 22 1950-1959 31 1940-1949 9 1939 or earlier 440 US Census Bureau 2008-2012 American Community Survey  It is obvious that not all of the residential units are represented but those that are indicate that a large portion of the units are seventy years old or older. Older building could be concentrated in specific neighborhoods- ex. Downtown Pittsfield.   Examining the value of owner occupied residents we see the following breakdown of Pittsfield.   Table 3.2 Owner Occupied Housing Pittsfield  Value 
’s <50 50-100 100-149 150-199 200-299 300-499 500-999 >1,000 275 # units  0 8 25 89 144 0 0   % of total 0 2.9 9.1 32.4 52.4 0 3.3             Barnstead 1585  3.5 3.0 13.0 34.3 28.7 14.6 3  Chichester 896  .3 2.1 2.2 17.7 42.7 29.1 5.1 .6 Epsom 1531  15 3.2 8.4 12.0 39.5 20.1 .8 1.2 Gilmanton 1337  1.0 3.8 10.9 14.1 41.1 21.9 5.2 1.9 Northwood 1554  9.3 9.7 7.6 11.7 41.9 17 2.1 .8 Pembroke 1991  3.0 1.8 3.9 17 61.1 11.3 2.0  US Census Bureau 2008-2012 American Community Survey      3.2   



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018 Table 3.3 Median Housing Price Barnstead $194,500 Chichester $265,700 Epsom $224,200 Gilmanton $241,000 Northwood $227,200 Pembroke $236,400 Pittsfield $205,800  US Census Bureau 2008-2012 American Community Survey  Examining data from surrounding towns we can see that Pittsfield has a lower percentage of higher valued homes.  We suggest that lots be encouraged that will lead to higher value homes  Many factors impact on home sales and new construction. The following information indicates when families moved into their residences. Table 3.4 Year Individuals Moved Into Units Occupied Housing Units 693 2010 or later 154 22.2% 2000-2009 340 49.1% 1900-1999 55 7.9% 1980-1989 79 11.4% 1970-1979 30 4.3% 1960-1969 35 5.1%  US Census Bureau 2008-2012 American Community Survey   This data does not correspond to new construction of homes. It would represent movement into rental units and sale of existing homes. New residents move while previous home owners sell and move from Pittsfield.  Pittsfield is known for a large number of rental units. The following chart indicates that 30% of the residential units are rental- a higher percentage than other communities in the area.  Table 3.5 Rental Housing Units  Town  All Units Owner Rental Population  Owner Population Rental Barnstead 2319  1555 172 4146  447 Chichester 963 793 125 2223 293 Gilmanton 2118 1309 143 3400  377 Epsom  1839 1423 283 3801 670 Northwood 2129 1375  230 3693 548 Pembroke 2872 1984 726 5369 1693  Pittsfield 1769 1056 713 2841 1220   N.H. Office of Energy and Planning  3.3 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018   The economic down turn of recent years has lead to a decline in new home construction. The number of permits is lower in Pittsfield than surrounding communities and the value of the resulting construction is less. Table 3.6 Building Permits for Single Family Residence (Number of Permits/ house value $1000)  Town  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009 2010 Barnstead 61/128 34/146 34/134 21/153 8/107 8/165 Chichester 14/185  14/275  20/136 16/193 13/193  8/172 Epsom  39/149  42/163 20/181  7/179  18/188  10/165 Gilmanton 37/137  33/`52 17/152 5/181 6/179 6/138 Northwood 36/139 36/163 45/156 15/157  20/134 6/117 Pittsfield  23/152  7/147  8/121 2/130 1/178 0  NH Profiles  The number of permits is lower in Pittsfield and other communities and the value of the construction is less.   Historic District  Pittsfield has numerous buildings and are arranged within the village area. This is the only village with a similar designation in Merrimack County. There are 140 sites (appendix) identified as having significant historic value. The sites provide the historic character to the village which may appreciate.   Individuals may look at these designations as potentially restrictive. Having a property listed does not place restrictions on a property owner nor does in mandate that the property must comply with community based programs oriented around the historic district. If an owner wants to make changes in the property they are under the restrictions of local building codes and zoning regulations. A suggestion of color, exterior design and windows is available. Designated properties do not have restrictions limiting the sale of properties or on the individuals purchasing the property. The rights of ownership are maintained in a Historic District with the opportunity to be a part of the historic heritage of the community.  
We suggest that downtown Pittsfield become a designated as a Historic District. The 

citizens enjoy the historic character (Town Survey) and it could be a focal point for visits, 
economic growth and a sense of pride.  

The formation of a Historic District requires that a group, Commission/ Committee 
be formed to assist in the development and operation of the district. A study by the 
Preservation and Management Class at Plymouth State University, 2012 identified that 
Historic Commissions, working with Historic Districts have had several benefits. 

 Conserve Property Value 
 Strengthen Local Economy 
 Increase Civic Beauty 
 Became more enjoyable to residents 
 Aid Economic Development. 

 
3.4 
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The commission would be able to provide leadership for the district. It would be a focal  
point to obtain grants, generate ideas for enhancing the area and improve economic 
livelihood. The situation of declining building conditions and the potential of blighted areas 
could be addressed.  
 

 
 

Historic setting on Main Street 
 Tax Base Property taxes are based on the value of commercial and residential property. Pittsfield, 2012 had their commercial property comprise 12.8 % of the tax base (pg. 43 2012 Town Report). The tax burden falls primarily on residential property owners.  The following chart indicates that values have declined resulting in a high tax rate, one of the highest in the state. The median ratio compares the assessed value to actual resale prices. These indicate that the resale potential lags behind the assessed value. Table 3.7 Five Year Assessed Valuation Comparison     2008 2009  2010 2011 2012 Taxable Land 122,054,883 121,730,904 86,117,633 85,569,120 85,028,960 Taxable Bldgs 188,099,280 188,269,900 173,294,100 173,722,300 173,980,700  Pg, 43 2012 Annual Report Pittsfield NH Taxes Raised 8,230,330 8,068,369 8,024,007 8,039,823 8,014,549 3.5 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018 Tax Rate Per Thousand  $26,37  $25,78 $30.66 $30.66  $30.44  Equalized Median Ratio  111.6% 121.1% 107.3%  112.9%  121.4% Pg. 45 Annual Report Pittsfield NH   Property taxes are the primary income source for the Town of Pittsfield. Examining changing property values, new and existing, has bearing on the overall tax rate and burden. Property taxes are a concern of the citizens as expressed by the Town-Wide survey and would be a critical feature for individuals looking for a place to live.  Table 3.8 is a comparison showing the variation between Pittsfield and surround communities. Changes in property taxes exist but greater variation occurs between the value of property in each town. This variation in values can be attributed to the following:  a. Properties in surrounding towns have higher values. (table 3.3)  b. Pittsfield has fewer vacation and second home properties than other communities  c. Other towns have more commercial development.  d. Pittsfield has fewer 55+ year old housing units than surrounding towns.    The Town-Wide Survey indicated that residents appreciated the uniqueness of the homes and they contribute to the character of Pittsfield. The historic homes, the village setting and how they combine with the rural qualities of Pittsfield are important. Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission recently completed a survey (Central New Hampshire Regional Plan) indicating that people  wanted to live in the region for qualities similar to those represented in Pittsfield.   Table 3.8  Comparison Tax Rates 2013        Barnstead       Chichester             Epsom         Gilmanton        Northwood           Pittsfield Census  4607  2552  4608  3779  4279  4094  Municipal 3.6  2.4  4.4  3.7  3.3  4.3  Budget Millions $ School   11.5  5.7  9.1  9.5  11.8  11.4 Budget Million $ Tax Rate/  23.50  25.32  22.57  21.15  24.49  30.78 $1000 Equalized  109  97.1  106.3  110.9  102.5  119.5 Ratio Full Property 25.52  24.52  23.95  23.58  24.85  36.35*  Rate /$1000 % Residential 95.9  82.3  84  95.8  85  83.2  % Commercial 2.0  15.7  13.9  1.5  13.6  13.4  *Four communities higher in state NH Profiles 2013 3.6 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018 Equalized Value/ Pupil $          588,887              787,512             598,069               766,965            703,567          414,312** 2013/14 State Average 857,860 ** Seven Communities lower in state NH Dept of Education 2013/14    Town- Wide Survey  The town-wide survey asked individuals, what type of housing should be encouraged in Pittsfield (they could select more than one),   Table 3.9 Housing for persons of 55 years of age 45% Cluster Development 35% Two family duplexes 27% Workforce Housing 21% New Apartments  9%  Conversion of existing housing 5%  The residents of Pittsfield viewed that a major need for housing for 55+ residents and low need for additional apartments.   Leadership in Energy Environmental Design Many communities, developers and homeowners are concerned about energy efficient housing. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is sponsored by the Green Building Council (1998) is a nationally recognized program. The concept of the program is to provide guidelines for building residence that are more energy efficient. The larger issue is that society needs to look at the energy utilization for heat, cooling, water consumption and the environmental quality for the occupants. The most immediate benefit for structures meeting the guidelines, it saves money. The program is also intended to be a motivator of innovation and the selection of more environmentally efficient building materials. Energy conservation provides a positive image for a community and increase energy awareness. Federal and State tax credits plus community incentives are available in some areas. Qualifying as a LEED certified structure does require additional administrative costs, estimated at 2% of the cost of the building. Examining several of the structures that have been built they will save 10% of the value of the building in energy costs over its useful life.       LEED certification requires that several aspect of construction must be evaluated for their energy efficiency. The more features that are incorporated the higher the rating. The evaluation includes the following: a. Is it a sustainable site? 3.7 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018 b. Efficiency of water use.          c. Efficiency of air circulation.          d. Type and utilization of building materials.        e. Indoor environmental design.  There are additional credits that can be gained for neighborhood developments which include:  a. Location and transportation linkages.         b. Neighborhood layout, pattern and design.        c. Green infrastructure.         Additional  priorities for LEED credits include:         a. Location and Landscape.          b. Programs to increase energy education and awareness.      c. Innovation of design of energy efficient features.       d. Construction that addresses regional design concerns.  The LEED initiative provides guidelines and potential incentives to address environmental concerns in building construction. The guidelines do not supersede local building and zoning regulations.  The architecture and landscape can blend in with the existing neighborhoods. The program can be a positive identify for the community and individuals moving to the area. Wikapedia Fifty Five Plus Housing  The Town-wide survey indicated that 55 plus housing has the highest priority for additional residences in town. The demographics of Pittsfield and New Hampshire in general, indicate the need. Many individuals are reaching that age and would like a different housing option.  They are exploring different activities in their later years which may include working past 65, increased community involvement or other outreach activities that other generations have not put as a priority.    Housing for older residents can take various forms including 55+, seniors 65+, assisted living facilities, subsidized housing plus more. Individuals may be motivated to reduce house size and homeowner responsibilities, have health or financial concern or other reasons. In New Hampshire there is a great variation in the facilities for this age group. They may include amenities such as golf courses and water frontage, a community center to a common room in a building. Opportunities for recreation, community involvement and typical life activities greatly vary. Some residents maintain professional activities, others want adult day care and while others may need 24 hour assistance.     In New Hampshire we find the following types of housing:      a. Eleven facilities provide housing and care which include individual residences and as the person ages opportunities for nursing home care exists.  3.8 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018  b. Private/ Public/ Group Funded Assisted Living – provides services for those who can no longer be independent and do not need nursing home care.  c. Bloc Grants – are used in communities to provide housing that is generated by the renovation of existing buildings to new construction. This can be either privately managed to that operated by local housing authorities.   d. Private entities generate appropriate housing types modified for the physical needs of the individuals. These may include apartments, condominiums, duplexes etc.  e. In-Law apartments are common allowing individuals to have a separate living opportunity with family supervision.   Examining the potential of housing for 55 plus individuals numerous concerns exist.  a. The quality of life for the individual and the opportunity to maintain their independence and personal self-worth.  b. Location and accessibility to the needs of the residents including medical, recreational and enrichment opportunities.  c. Long term financial structure of the facility.  d. Facility construction that provides minimal maintenance, address residents needs and enhances its presence in the community.  
                                     Rolling Green Senior Housing 3.9 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018   Pittsfield has a senior center that serves several communities. Enhancing the services of the center, dev eloping appropriate activities, additional housing could provide a positive focal point for the town and increase the tax base. Community plans need to be in place ahead of proposals for development to ensure positive experiences for all individuals involved.   Future   The future is always difficult to predict and is open to argument. Home purchases have declined  in recent months for  a series of reasons. The National Association of Realtors published a report in 2013 Indicating that the age group of 32 and younger is the largest demographic group purchasing homes on a national basis.  Table 3.12 Demographic Age Groups That Potentially Could Buy Homes Age 32 or Younger 79% 33-47 36% 48-57 19% 58-66 14% 67-87 5% 88 or older 13%  National Association of Realtors- Homes Buyers and Sellers Generational Trends 2013 pg. 15   Examining local trends we see the number of individuals, ages 20-34 declined in Pittsfield from  2000- 9  .9%  ta le. . The State’s e o o y   is stro ger tha  a y ut proje tio s do ot see the growth in housing or manufacturing that occurred in recent decades. Surrounding towns are seeing limited growth or a decline in school population (CNHRPC). The population trends of Pittsfield (table.2) indicate that the age group 55+ is growing and is seen as the top priority for new housing development.  As American age they see several factors that they would like to change in their lives. They want more leisure time and opportunities to explore new experiences. Family members have grown and moved leaving a house larger than what is needed. They often have high property taxes and home ownership and maintenance which require time and money. They would like an option to reduce responsibilities while enhancing their lifestyle.    The 22-32 age group has traditionally been establishing families and building homes. That age group is often faced with increasing personal debt and a career path that may require several moves. Personal ownership may not be a major goal or they may be looking to rent or remodel an existing home.  Recent studies of the NH Housing Market show the following trends:  a. Overall home ownership is declining. There is less migration into NH, fewer young individuals  in the state and financing is often a challenge.  . The housi g supply is poorly alig ed ith the usto er de a d. I di iduals retiri g do ’ want or need 3+ bedrooms and larger properties. They want to downsize, have a lower tax burden and fewer property responsibilities.  c. The affordability of housing in the state is an advantage. Homes are lower priced than surrounding areas. 3.10 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018  d. Seniors will do i ate the future gro th as our reside t’s age a d the area is attra ti e to individuals moving. The number of seniors in households will double by 20125 across the state.  e. A more balanced growth is suggested. New housing, rehabilitation of existing structures, senior communities should be balanced with mill reconstruction, manufactured housing or multigenerational arrangements. NH Center for Public Policy Housing in NH Pt.1 Big Houses, Small Houses April 9, 2014  Various groups involved with aging and the needs of the older individuals (AARP, Community Action Program, NH Center for Public Policy) see individuals staying in their housing as long as they are physically able. The amenities associated with these will vary extensively and can enhance the cultural and social development of a community. There are several suggestions when developing housing for older individuals.  a. Opportunities for civic participation and employment  b. Transportation  c. Opportunities for social participation  d. Recreation  e. Open Spaces  f. Opportunities to expand the quality of individuals lives.  g. A physical setting which allows individuals to maintain their dignity and self respect.  AARP- Age Frie dly Portla d’s A tio  Pla  for Creati g a  Age Frie dly Co u ity   It has also been suggested that housing opportunities may be changing to meet the economic, social and additional needs of seniors. Housing styles or modifications of the following may be possible.   a. Co-housing, condominiums  b. Housing cooperatives- shared outside or other responsibilities  c. Niche/ Common interest retirement community  d. Retirement communities  e. Villages  f. House Sharing/ Time Sharing. AARP Age-Friendly Housing Options  Melissa Stanton, July 2014  Senior Housing  New Hampshire is seeing an increasing number of senior citizens (60+ years old) and adult housing  (55+ age) are creating an increased demand for housing. Presently there is a waiting list for apartments at Rolling Green (low income). There are residents of Pittsfield who want to down size their homes, reduce home repairs and general household cost with very little if any options. They may not qualify for low income housing while there are several programs that encourage seniors to stay in their homes. Pittsfield is a community that could be attractive for individuals 55+ to relocate but designated areas exist. It appears that further study Is needed to develop a proposal for housing to meet these needs. Vision  New Hampshire and Pittsfield observed significant home construction between 1980 and 2000. The  Town has grown by 110 individuals from 2000- 2010 with insignificant home construction and this trend does not appear to decrease in the near future. Housing for seniors is projected to account for 50% of new construction in upcoming years and Pittsfield is the only community in the area that has not seen housing for this demographic group in the past 25 years. . We have seniors that would like to  3.11 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 3, Housing; adopted June 21, 2018 downsize but there are no opportunities available. Leaving their existing homes would provide an opportunity for young families to move to Pittsfield.  Remodeling existing  buildings, or new construction could enhance the Town. The value of homes is low in Pittsfield contributing to a low tax base. Plans should be made to enhance lot development and resulting home values.   Additional Housing  Future home construction and development will be discussed in the Land Use Chapter.                                      3.12 
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        ______________________________________ Municipal Operation Pittsfield has a history of facing economic transitions. The mills and factories have become vacant and we are now seeing industries reoccupying them. It has faced an erosion of tax base producing high tax rates and reducing the financial base for Town supported change. 

The lasts To  uildi gs ere uild i  the 97 ’s ith upgrades si e that ti e. Operati g budgets are also limited and Town managers are frugal on expenses. Each department of the Town will be examined and an overview of their efforts described.  Fire Department  The Fire Department has a role of fire protection and prevention, ambulance services plus identifying community safety concerns. There is a full time chief, around the clock ambulance services plus volunteer fire fighters. The fire station was constructed in 1972 and physically modified to provide housing for ambulance staff, space for meetings and equipment storage. The needs change with time and staff have modified the facilities accordingly.  The Fire Department responds to 7-800 activities per year, 80%+ are medical emergencies. The department is involved with a mutual aid compact and assists with the needs of surrounding communities. The department is involved with the community emergency management plan and provides wellness checks for a series of senior citizens. Staff has routine training to provide the optimum service. An explorer group has been established and they work with young people in the community.  Volunteers are limited and the training to become a volunteer fire fighter is extensive, resulting in a large commitment. Volunteer Fire Fighter receives a nominal fee for their help but with the training and practice it is a real civic contribution.  4.1  



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 4, Municipal Operation; adopted June 21, 2018     Looking to the future several changes will be impacting on the department.  1. Increasing numbers of senior citizens will potentially increase the number of wellness calls and ambulance service.  2. Facility upgrades will be needed in the Fire Station. The entrance doors are rusting out and the cabinets in the kitchen area need to be upgraded.  Storage of fire trucks and other equipment need to be addressed.  3. An awareness of changing regulations, safety standards must be maintained to adequately prepare budgets and maintain a high standard of service.  4. Efforts in safety education need to be maintained. 5. Efforts to develop cooperative arrangements between towns should be examined.  Library  Historically the library has provided reading and research materials for residents. Their role has changed keeping abreast of technological and lifestyle changes. The Library Trustees have a vision for the library as a focal point for the downtown acting as a center for a variety of needs. The library building was donated to the Town in 1901. It sets on Main St., elevated, giving a view of the downtown area. The building has received window upgrades, an elevator for handicapped access and a secondary entrance into the building. Concerns have developed over water entering through the east wall causing mold in one room. The smoke detectors also needed to be upgraded. These areas have all been corrected.        4.2 
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      Carpenter Library  The library has over 13,000 items with other services addressing resident’s needs. A series of computers are available for research and residents use. Audio books, large print books, publications available on- line a d se eral other ser i es are a aila le. A hildre ’s room is available downstairs and arranged in a setting conducive to young families. Various activities are provided to encourage the participation of young readers and provide experiences unavailable elsewhere in the community. Programs and presentations are presented for the enrichment of the entire Town.   Examining other libraries in the area, the services provided at the Carpenter Library are comparable to others considering the limitations they face. The staff is very dedicated but they are all part time limiting the hours of operation. The building has a maximum capacity of 42 people. There is no space for presentations and no meeting room anywhere in the area. The space for reading times and movies for children consists of an alcove on the first floor. There is no allotted space for an individual who would like to sit and read in the library. The trend in libraries is not to increase the number of publications but the access to materials on line. 1. We recommend that the library continue to expand its services for on-line use, publications in non-traditional forms and community wide activities.  4.3 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 4, Municipal Operation; adopted June 21, 2018    2. Presently many of the changes require grant funding and expanded budgets would ease this effort.  3. Volunteers could provide assistance on projects started by the library. 4. The staff should continue to survey users on their preference for services that they would like to see provided by the library.  5. The adjoining building, owned by the Town could be adapted for a reading/ town meeting room.  Public Works  The Public Works Department is responsible for maintenance of Town Roads, Parks and other property. The highway superintendent and lead staff have years of experience. Facilities include a garage on Clark St. and a salt shed at the Town sand pit off of Dowboro Rd. They have several pieces of equipment including:  Three large trucks  One small truck  One four wheel drive pickup  One backhoe/ loader  One loader  One grader  Sidewalk/ roadside mowing machine  Misc. Plows, sanders etc.  The equipment represents a large investment with replacement scheduled on the Town Capital Improvement Plan with accounts established for replacement. The amount of roads and property to be maintained is generally consistent with the exception of weather related activities. The staff does a great deal of equipment maintenance reducing their cost. Overall labor, equipment and purchased materials are subject to inflation and general increases. The highway superintendent has roads scheduled for resurfacing which keeps the road in good condition. Sidewalk repairs have not been funded and other items may not be addressed due to budget limitations. Periodically new regulations result in increased work or expenses. 4.4 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 4, Municipal Operation; adopted June 21, 2018      The department is faced with funding limitations and increasing operational costs.   

               Sidewalk Next to Cemetery in Need of Repair  1. We suggest that the Highway Department schedule major road repairs on a CIP approach. 2. A comprehensive repair schedule should be adopted, available free through Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission 3. Annual upkeep is less expensive than deferring repairs and then having a major project. 4. Any cost saving approaches should be explored.   4.5 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 4, Municipal Operation; adopted June 21, 2018    Waste Water Treatment  The waste water treatment plant services the downtown area of Pittsfield. It consists of a treatment plant located on South Main St. which was constructed in 1978. There are lines throughout the down town. The system is a gravity system which requires three pumping station at various locations to pump the material up elevated areas to get to the treatment plant. These facilities have been upgraded to meet confined space requirements and new pumps are being installed.  The facility has a capacity of 400,000 gallons per day. Legally, a plant cannot operate above 80% capacity, 320,000 gallons per day. The system is operating at approximately 200,000 gallons per day with some of this being infiltration into the lines. When designing a system it is estimated that 100 gallons a day is produced per person. This would indicate that the system has unused capacity.   A recent examination of the lines indicated that a significant amount of liquids is leaking into the line. Correcting the system would allow even greater capacity but the options would be costly.  The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services monitors the efficiency of the plant on a routine schedule. The Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) enforces federal water quality standards. The treatment plant has had periodic reviews and an updated license. The plant has been recognized for the quality of its work in the past. Recent  increased  standards by the EPA has left several  plants in the state unable to comply, Pittsfield is one. A final report is to follow outlining what type of corrective measures need to be taken.  The selectmen periodically evaluate the costs of various departments. It was identified that the Town would hire a private contractor to operate the treatment plant.  BCEP Solid Waste Disposal  Pittsfield is part of the Solid Waste Disposal District with Barnstead, Chichester and Epsom. Residents separate their solid materials, paper, metal, glass, plastic etc. and the products either go to a landfill or are recycled. Construction materials, metal items, household items are deposited for a fee. The recycled materials are sold and revenue is generated. A fee is charged to each Town for their portion of the operating costs. The fee for Pittsfield in 2014 was $149,960.  The flow of residents is generally smooth and the operation of the facility is well organized. The market for recycled materials fluctuates, producing varying income. This income  4.6 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 4, Municipal Operation; adopted June 21, 2018    is utilized to replace equipment. There is a full time staff that operates the facility with a supervisory board made up of representatives from each community. Representatives from the board comment that the facility appears to be operating efficiently and meetings its goals.  Welfare Department  State law requires that each community must provide for its residents in periods of physical or financial hardships. The welfare office is located in the basement of the Town Hall with a part-time director, and limited hours. The function of the director is to screen applications and identify qualified recipients. The director also tries to provide assistance to overcome various roadblocks and identify opportunities. Identifying actual eligible recipients and providing alternatives has allowed the department to meets its requirements while reducing the costs to the Town.   The director indicated that a variety of needs exist. Assistance with rents, electricity bills were common. Housing needs exist, some with entire families. Residents have need of employment, transportation, drivers licenses, child care and other obstacles hindering their earning power. A food pantry is available in the Town Hall also. The director indicated that several individuals have been able to acquire employment. Other individuals are realizing that they must qualify to obtain benefits in Pittsfield. Police Department  The Police Department provides a vital role within the community with a majority of the residents pleased with their service (Town Survey). The department is the second busiest department in the county when examining the number of call, second to Concord. The types of calls in Pittsfield differ from those found in other communities.   Pittsfield’s u i ipal udget is greater tha  surrou di g o u ities ith si ilar 
populatio s. The Poli e Depart e t’s udget, take a large portion of the budget with a larger staff than surrounding towns. The number and type of calls appear to be driving the 
depart e t’s eeds.  A sig ifi a t u er of alls come from the school which has resulted in a grant funded position of a school resource officer being created.   The demands upon the Police Department appear to be the driving force for a large police budget. We recommend the following: 1. An evaluation of the department should be performed examining if budgets could be reduced.  4.7 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 4, Municipal Operation; adopted June 21, 2018    2. The opportunity for cooperative efforts with other communities should be examined, to utilize resources more efficiently. 3. Are there opportunities for Pittsfield citizens to help with the issues facing the Police Department? 4. Increase Police visibility whenever possible  
Police Department Calls for Service Calls    2015   2014 Total Arrests   240   192 Assaults     38     18   Assist Citizens    317   237 Assist other Agency  519   366 Auto theft       6       2 Burglary     91   131 Citizen Complaints    70   106 Criminal Cases   317   374 Criminal Threatening     20      16 Criminal Trespass    21     17 Disturbance     86     76 Domestic Violence  107     92 Felony Cases     61     59 Fraud      15       8 Motor Veh.  Accidents 107     75 Motor Veh. Stops  939   596 Parking Tickets    85     14 Property Checks  133     47 Sex Offender Reg.     55     74 Sex Assault       23     12 Suspicious Activity  153   172 Vandalism     45     42  2015 Town Report        4.8 
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  Police station former School and District Court Pittsfield Youth Workshop  Pittsfield Youth Workshop (PYW) provides after school and vacation activities for Middle and High School students. Participation has increased recently made up primarily of Middle School students with the number declining at age 15-16. During the week, space is available for recreation, computers and homework assistance.  Pittsfield has limited activities for this age group and many homes are unable to provide after school supervision. Overall, evaluations indicate the activities are beneficial, enjoyed by the participants and developing positive skills.   Looking for the future the PYW would like to expand services. A recent addition to the staff has allowed more services to be offered. The opportunity exists to offer services to youth outside of Pittsfield, primarily for vacation and summer. Examination of possible sites for expansion within Pittsfield has lead to the possible purchase of a portion of the Masonic Hall. The plan would be to renovate a portion of the building.    Funding is an ongoing concern with no funds available from the Town. They are presently cramped in the Masonic Hall and have no space for staff meetings, planning or interaction with parents or other groups. There is a continued need for after school activities but a continued funding issue exists. 4.9 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 4, Municipal Operation; adopted June 21, 2018    Park and Recreation Commission  The Pittsfield Park and Recreation Commission provides activities throughout the year. The commission is made up of volunteers plus paid staff for supervision of the pool in the summer. The activities provide recreational activities opportunities for various age groups locally, plus physical activity and community identity.    The commission is responsible for activities at the Town Pool on Clark St., adult basketball, Winter Fest, The Easter Egg Hunt and Harvest   Fest. The commission has been working to develop a skating area at Drake’s Field for the winter of 2016-17. They would like a facility for indoor swimming but that is not realistic. There is the potential of using the Highway Department garage if they were to move that facility to the Town Pit on Dowboro Rd.   The commission has a budget but is also generates income from fees for the use of the pool. Opportunities of additional activities may exist but limited budgets and a volunteer staff, limits major changes. The individuals are diligent at their task and serve the Town well with the services that are available. Downtown The citizens indicate they appreciate the downtown area, the historic setting and how it blends into the rural areas. Realistically, issues exist within the town. Pittsfield has a high rate of unemployment, families with a low income, and properties are being taken for failure to pay taxes. The Police Department has a high number of calls and there appears to be limited activities in the area for individuals of any age. There are buildings in disrepair with sidewalks not being maintained. Responses on the town-wide survey indicated that individuals wanted changes made.        4.10 
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             Building Taken for Back Taxes In Disrepair The present economic, physical and social development of Pittsfield did not occur overnight. There is no one solution and it will require a period of time. The underlying factors are that opportunities are limited. Individuals face obstacles and they may need encouragement along the way. They have the potential but may require a hand up not a hand out. Positive changes can lead to changes of attitude within the individuals, their neighborhoods and town. Job opportunities are critical for unemployed, individuals who want to better themselves and retirees who want part time work. Obstacles that exist are transportation because local employment may not exist. Adult education opportunities for skill development or applying for jobs require transportation. Increased job opportunities would also help improve the tax base and the attitude of individuals. Self help opportunities for residents to better themselves should be developed. Small garden plots/ community gardens could decrease living costs and empower the residents to become more self reliant. Home based businesses could increase family income but infrastructure, regulatory concerns and other obstacles exist. Numerous communities have craft festivals attracting visitors. Part time businesses could be a foundation for similar events.  The Town Survey, input from the Wellness Coalition and input from individuals indicate that more recreational and nontraditional educational activities could be developed. Examining  4.11 
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opportu ities that e ist i  surrou di g to s ar  fro  Soap Maki g , Lear i g ho  to use 

our o  iPad, Ho  to tie flies  or a hike o  To  propert . These are examples of a variety of programs, potentially provided by individuals. The residents enjoy the rural setting, are we utilizing it effectively? Self help programs from employment, health. life changing events (Planning for Retirement), helping others (caring for family members) may have a need. General life enrichment for all ages would have benefits. These activities not only aid in skill change but they develop friendships and community togetherness. Adult education programs are offered in Concord and Laconia for both life skills and enrichment. If critical numbers exist in Pittsfield 
ould the  e offered i  Pittsfield a d oost the To ’s ide tit . 

Pittsfield’s Balloo  Rall  has a positive community and regional reputation. Old Home Day, the Christmas Tree Lighting, Easter Egg Hunt are all positive events enjoyed by the participants and develop memories focused around Pittsfield. Other events could be developed not only for residents but to attract individuals from the surrounding area. A fishing derby, age related, could key into a natural resource of the town and if canoe rentals or other related 
ser i es ould e o pli e ted. These a ti ities ould i rease Pittsfield’s reputatio  and support local businesses.  

Pittsfield has a large portio  of it’s populatio  are agi g a d the  ha e a di erse series of skills. This group has an opportunity to provide needed help to their neighbors and the Town as a volunteer. Positions exit today and new could emerge.  The Wellness Coalition has identified the need for increased mental health services. They suggest that the Town Welfare Officer be able to provide initial direction to individuals facing addition or other behavioral conditions. Presently direction is given for assistance and employment and this could be expanded to educational services and opportunities for self- betterment. Senior citizens face many issues including home upkeep, transportation, health, nutrition, social activity, housing plus others. A variety of group, agencies, grants and for profit groups have been created. Examples of volunteers aiding veterans or grants for home improvements for seniors are applicable to Pittsfield. The dynamics are changing rapidly and the needs of each community may vary. Churches, existing agencies, volunteers and family may be involved addressing the needs of the community. Establishing a sense of security by seniors and family members would be a positive quality to be established.   4.12 
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            Streets in the Downtown have a unique character  The issue of blighted buildings is not uncommon. Communities address the need by various means. Non profits, private individuals or Federal programs may purchase and renovate buildings being modified to future use. An individual/ group within Pittsfield could pursue these possibilities. Pittsfield has developed a reputation of having a large number of affordable housing/ 
re tals. People ofte  are referred to to  du ped  due to a aila le alter ati e opportunities. Pittsfield as we have noted has limited opportunities and obstacles hindering individuals from better themselves. Providing a community where people can become financially, socially and personally established a more stable citizen base. Much of what has been written appears grandiose. A question exists, who will do this? The need for a Town Planner is obvious. A Main Street Program or Rural Development Grants are available for providing such a person. Ideally the position would involve organizing groups to become more self reliant and the need for a planner would decline with time.     4.13 
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Recreation 

 Recreation that is available in a community provides a variety of functions. The local 
residents may get exercise, improve their health, provide social contact and a positive image of the 
Town. Recreation can be the reason to visit a community, activities on the river, organized sports or 
family events. Businesses of various sizes serve the recreational needs of an area. 

The Parks and Recreation Committee and a group of volunteers sponsor a series of activities. These are held at Dustin Park, Forest B Argue Pool The Town Pool  and other sites in Town. The pool 
area has swimming, a pavilion, playground, horseshoes, picnic tables, volleyball and possibly 
skating. The committee sponsors Harvest Fest, an Easter Egg Hunt, Winterfest, plus other activities. 
They also sponsor activities at French Circle.  

       The Pittsfield Youth Association sponsors youth baseball which has the use of the baseball 
complex on Tilton Hill. The school system is responsible for Drake Field that is used for baseball, 
soccer, tennis, basketball, a play ground area and an adjoining boat launch. The school is 
responsible for a series of interscholastic sports and the school gym is used for a series of sports 
and age groups. A skate board park has been built on school property. Numerous groups exist such 
as Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, 4-H and others are available. Clubs/ groups have existed such as bicycle 
clubs, snow mobile club and others with a variety of interests.  

5.1 
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Town Pool 

  Citizens indicated on the Town Survey they appreciated the rural character of Pittsfield and 
the historic makeup. Community recreation was not a strength of the Town receiving one fourth as 
many positive responses as the rural character. The Wellness Coalition recently noted that there is 
a need for recreational activities for all ages. The Town survey indicated a need for cultural 
activities, trails, bicycle paths, skating, picnic areas and more. These suggestions indicate a need for 
a. physical activity, b. opportunities to explore Pittsfield, c. family, and d. community activities.  
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                                                               Drake Field Play Ground 

   Hobbies that most of us have can be motivators for exercise utilizing our time, 
maintain a high level of personal interest and financial commitment. Group involvement may occur 
with clubs, competitions or specific events. A kayak club utilizes a different body of water each 
week or four wheel mud trucks have weekly events. These utilize the resources of the area.  

New Hampshire has long identified recreation as a part of its economy.  Many areas not in 
the commercial hub of the state utilize recreation as a part of their economic make up. Littleton NH, 
which is in the process of revitalizing its town has been recognized for their changes. NH Magazine, June 6 pg 46, identified that recreation is really the thing that unites us , it produces the sense 
of community. Recreation is a natural utilization of its resources, promotes a positive economic 
stimulus and create an identity for the residents.  

 Several issues exist that impact upon the development of recreation for the residents and 
visitors.  

 a. expansion of local facilities and staff 

 b. the critical number of individuals  

 c. Liability on Town property. 
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 d. Cooperation of neighbors. 

 e. Development and expansion of natural resources. 

f. An individual advocating for the optimum use of our resources  and addressing the needs 
of the citizens.  

 The rural atmosphere of Pittsfield is one of the gems of the Town and the question could be 
asked, can we use it? Town owned property is a small fraction of the land base and the opportunity 
for hiking, river activity, bird watching, plus others cross the property of multiple owners. 
Developing cross country skiing, bicycling, hiking trails would require the cooperation of 
landowners and the respect by the participants. 

 Using seniors, as an age group, we see their needs change. Recreation may include physical 
activity, mental stimulation, social interaction and overall wellness. Due to the increasing number 
of seniors we need to insure the services and needs are being optimized. The well being of residents 
is an issue independent on income levels and the meaningful activities should be available to all 
residents. 

 Municipal budgets are a concern of all residents.  Recreational benefit participants, possible 
community identity, plus commercial expansion. The initial benefits and annual operating cost 
must be balanced. What we do, we can do well providing quality experiences. Private/ for profit 
enterprises can provide many of the same benefits while attracting a larger/ broader audience 
reducing the cost per participant. Gunstock ski area has expanded from a winter ski area to an all 
season recreational destination. 

 The Town of Pittsfield may not be able to provide all of the recreational needs and desires of 
the citizens. Cooperative arrangements can exist with groups such as the YMCA, for profit and 
nonprofit groups. Surrounding towns might join together to develop the critical numbers needed 
for an event to be sponsored. Mutual benefits exist, all around the concept of an individual enjoying 
themselves and the qualities of other individuals. 

 Watching young people we see that they are creative and provide innovative (spontaneous, 
no formal organization) ways to be active. Opportunities that encourage exercise should be 
available. Permanent exercise stations along a walking path(example Drake field) or road markers 
showing distances for walkers  are low cost, minimal maintenance examples. Non profits hold fund 
raisers where people walk, run or perform exercises to raise money. Keene NH stated in their 
recent Master Plan that their goal is to be identified as the healthiest city in the nation by 2020 
partially due to the level of physical activity. These activities set an image to visitors or potential 
businesses visiting  Pittsfield. 

 Recreation can be looked as, what we do to have fun . It can lead to healthier lifestyles, a 
sense of community and social interaction. The local economy can be stimulated and a draw for 
visitors to town. Studies have  
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indicated that Millennial’s  and adults are drawn to communities with recreational opportunities.  

 Recreation can lead to the growth of individuals and the appreciation of a community. 
Memories of teams and fellow team members lasts for years and the experiences of observing 
nature create meaningful values. Pittsfield has the great potential but the need for leadership, either 
spontaneous or administered to catalyze these activities and address the roadblocks.  

 Small towns may not appear to be able to compete with larger communities such as 
Concord or Manchester. We can have a larger percentage of individuals involved, produce quality 
experiences and produce a sense that the event is more meaningful in Town rather than being 
minor event in a larger city. New Hampshire has a rural heritage other states envy and this could be 
capitalized by creating an appreciation of our natural resources and the associated beauty.  

 Recreation can be a key hub to a strong vibrant community. Several benefits can occur: 

 Increase satisfaction by the citizens. 

 Draw new people to Town 

 Draw businesses that are recreational oriented or appreciate the values that are associated 
with recreation. 

 Interests change with age and over time, allowing a variety of activities 

 Recreation within a community increases a sense of activity and involvement. 

These are all healthy outcomes based upon universal values which could enhance the economic and 
social image of the Town. 
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Education 

 A critical role of any community is to educate the children of the Town and prepare them to 
have productive and full lives.  Citizens have fond memories of their school experience and have 
equal expectations for the next generation. In New Hampshire, Town property taxes are the major 
funding source creating a burden on Towns and the residents. The competency of graduates is a 
local and national issue questioning the preparedness of young people. Communities have different 
cultural, social and economic makeup resulting in issues in the school, possibly unique to the 
school. How these issues are addressed impact on student performance and the public perception 
of the educational process.  

The cost of education is scrutinized by Town residents due to its impact on the property 
taxes. We have examined school costs as a portion of the property tax and a similar comparison 
with the municipal portion. The study consisted of communities surrounding Pittsfield and schools 
with a similar size to Pittsfield.  

Table 6-1 

Cost Per Pupil    Elementary  High School  Total (Dollars) State Average  14,581   14,466   14,374 Allenstown  18,377      18,377 Barnstead  14,877      14,877 Chichester  15,804      15,804 Epsom   14,111      14,111 Gilmanton  13,456      13,456 Pembroke  14,709   12,290   13,458 Pittsfield  14,134   22,397   17,083      6.1  



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 6, Education; adopted June 21, 2018 Colebrook  13,013   19,166   14,906 Epping   13,808   18,212   15,239 Hillsboro/Deering 16,289   16,336   16,124 Hinsdale  15,663   20,712   17,640 Interlakes  19,390   20,959   19,888 Lisbon Reg.  12,526   18,355   16,008 Pittsburg  25,764   21,202   23,685 NH Dept. of Education 2014-2015  Calculations utilize grants as part of the expenses and utilize daily attendance as the student numbers. 
Several communities in the area send their High School students to surrounding towns and it is 
difficult to develop area trends. Examining other schools around the state with High Schools, 
Pittsfield is one of the more expensive on a per student basis. 

 The cost per student is calculated by the State Department of Education by including grants 
to the school districts. And average attendance. It also excludes tuition paid to other school 
districts, transportation costs and capital and debt service. This makes the real cost  per pupil 
difficult to compare. Dr. Freeman, Superintendent SAU 51, presented on April 7, 2016 that due to 
private grants and average attendance calculations the High School cost was inflated by $4500 
indicating the actual per student cost to be $18,767.71. The actual costs can be debated, but Pittsfield’s are higher than other schools. 
Tax rates in New Hampshire are calculated by dividing the taxable property values by the amount 
of revenue to be raised. A comparison of Pittsfield with surrounding towns indicates that most 
towns have greater property values to be used in calculating the tax rate. There are only five 
communities in the state with lower property values per student than Pittsfield. 

Table 6-2 

Tax Rate and Equalized Property Values 2015    School Tax  Town Tax Rate  Equalized Value/ Pupil ($1000) State Average            894 Allenstown  16.03   32.83    478 Barnstead  15.48   25.22    611 Chichester  15.52   26.37    784 Epsom   13.95   23.82    627 Gilmanton  16.73   25.94    778 Pembroke  16.45   28.94    503 Pittsfield  15.66   30.28    429*      6.2 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 6, Education; adopted June 21, 2018 Colebrook  11.36   28.89    595 Epping   17.06   25.09    692 Hillsboro/Deering 15.41/17.00  29.05/29.05   896/519 Hinsdale  13.56   25.89    606 Lisbon Reg.  13.60   28.89    464 Pittsburg   6.42   16.30    2,912 Sunapee   6.48   15.01    3,124 
 Five communities with lower values than Pittsfield NH Dept. of Education and Dept. of Revenue 2014-2015  

 

 

Pittsfield Elementary School built 1981 

   Inequities exist in the funding process of Towns in New Hampshire.  Towns with second 
homes, commercial development or attractive recreational features have a different tax base. This 
inequity is a given obstacle facing daily activities and the growth of the Town. 
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School population is an issue in many states and particularly New Hampshire having one of the oldest populations in the US. Pittsfield’s School enrollment declined 0% in 00  with 

Barnstead sending students to Alton. The following chart indicates that 558 students were enrolled 
in 2014-2015. The legal capacity of the schools is 940 students, enrollment is 60%. Class size varies 
but the majority is 40-60 students per class. There is a change in the student body throughout the 
year with a 25% (2015-2016) change in the High School between the beginning to the end of the 
year.  

Table 6.3 

Student Enrollment 2014-2015   Grade   Number of Students   First   51   Second   31   Third   46   Fourth   42   Fifth   40   Sixth   39   Total   249 
    Seventh  40   Eighth   53   Ninth   69   Tenth   47   Eleventh  24   Twelfth   28   Total   251  Pittsfield Town Report 2015 

 

The statement has been made that the school suffers financially due to lack of efficiency due 
size. Examining schools across the state larger schools generally have a lower cost per student. It 
also have been said that larger schools have a greater number of opportunities for students. The 
state does provide money to the school district on a per student basis, over $8,000 per student. The 
school has the physical capacity for additional students and more students could reduce per 
student costs.    6.4 
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Pittsfield Middle High School 

  Student attendance is often an indicator of potential student progress. Examining 
attendance information Pittsfield has a lower rate plus lower graduation rate than other school 
systems. This may have an impact on student progress but it has direct impact on the calculation of 
state aid formulation.  

Table 6.4 

School Attendance Rate 2014-2015    Elementary High School Total Acc 4-yr. Drop Out Rate (%) State Average  95.5  93.5  94.7  4.09 Allenstown  94.6  93.5  9.6 Barnstead  96.3  Chichester  96.5 Epsom   95.4 Gilmanton  96.1 Pembroke  96.1  94.5  95.3  4.58 Pittsfield  93.3  87  90.9  15.0 6.5 



Pittsfield Master Plan, chapter 6, Education; adopted June 21, 2018 Colebrook  94.3  92.3  93.6  9.04 Epping   95.4  92.7  94.6  5.82 Hillsboro/Deering 94.3  91.4  93.5 Hinsdale  95.9  94.1  95.3  2.6 Interlakes  95.2  91.7  94.0  1.2 Lisbon Reg.  95.2  94  94.9 Pittsburg  94.7  92.4  93.6  8.0 Sunapee  96.3  96.1  96.4  NH Dept, of Education 2014-2015  
 Several factors impact on the ability to attract, maintaining and helping teachers to mature 
in the profession. Teacher salaries are one of these factors. The average salary and average starting 
salary offered by Pittsfield and their ranking within the state is a concern. A large number of faculty 
had to be replaced for the 2016017 school year (23%). Prior to leaving the faculty were able to gain 
experience, utilize resources for professional development, all increasing their employability. 
Reasons for leaving included retirement, leaving the area, jobs with less commuting time, spouses 
leaving the area and it could be concluded higher salary. The inefficiencies created by this turnover 
rate cannot be measured. 

Table 6.5 

2015 Teacher Salaries    Average Salary ($) Starting Salary ($) Rank in State (159 possible) State Average  56,616   36,149           starting salary  Allenstown  60,919   33,057    125 Barnstead  43,000   32,000    139 Chichester  57,379   36,489    68 Epsom   58,372   35,592    79 Gilmanton  52,325   34,165    104 Pembroke  52,029   33,500    119 Pittsfield  40,515 (3 lower) 29,617 (2 lower)  157  
 Colebrook  41,974   32,000    140 Epping   50,530   35,888    76 Hillsboro/Deering 52,243   33,024    127 Hinsdale  40,583   33,525    117 Interlakes  69,918   38,164    47 Lisbon Reg.  54,228   34,202    104 Pittsburg  45,848   35,352    84 Sunapee  65,039   37,610    93  NH Dept. of Education 2015 6.6 
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 The leadership of the school has initiated numerous programs addressing various needs of 
the school system. The educational model used across America was developed decades ago. A 
student centered approach has been adopted resulting in numerous visitors to the schools with 
regional and national notoriety. The leadership has taken advantage of existing grant opportunities 
or initiated programs to address specific needs with the student body and the community. 
(Example Title I  for needy students and the creation of a Wellness Coalition addressing drug 
issues within the community). A statewide biennial risk behavior survey is available to identify 
trends in student development. The NH State Department of Education monitors various 
parameters, many of which have been cited.  
 Looking at recent graduates numerous successes can be identified. They are successfully 
matriculating into college and employed. The curriculum is designed to address student interests 
and needs irrespective of the size of the school. Courses of specific interests or those unlikely to 
have sufficient student numbers (Ex. Spanish V) are able to take the courses on-line while in school. 
Extended learning Opportunities (ELO) are available where a student can have an in depth study in 
a topic of their interests. A recent article in the Suncook Sun on bee keeping is an example. Students 
develop educational experiences with local businesses to gain insight, experience and application. 
Students have opportunities to explore topics of their choice ex. Design, build and utilize a 
greenhouse.  
These experience can challenge, encourage and provide growth for students to those wanting to 
continue their education at an elite college to those struggling with daily academics. The 
educational framework provides the basics, the rigor and opportunities to allow competency. 
 The School District is responsible for Drake Field. Due to the distance from the school 
buildings the field is not usable for daily physical education activities. Soccer and baseball utilize 
the field. The school obtained a grant for a play ground and there are tennis and basketball courts. 
These are used extensively by the residents. The field is adjacent to a boat launch which becomes a 
site for additional activities. The annual balloon rally, Old Home Day and other activities use the 
area. Drake Field is a valuable recreational site for the Town. 
  
1. The committee does not recommend that tuitioning students to other towns. It would be detrimental to the growth of the town, the personal growth of the students and reduce the town’s 
input into the educational process.  

2. The school administrative team has initiated a series of school wide changes that have resulted in 
student progress and notoriety on a statewide, regional and national level. These efforts should be 
encouraged. 

3. Schools are a critical feature for families selecting a community to live and raise a family. Good 
schools promote quality real estate values and employment. The quality of education is a criteria 
for a business to locate in a community 

4. Efforts should be made to keep school costs as low as possible. 

5. Local schools can increase pride in students and the community and lead to higher academic 
achievement. 
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